Disability Income

Why Your Employees
Need Disability Income
Nowmorethanever,employersandemployeesalike
recognize the importance of having disability income
protection.
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esearch by the U.S. Census Bureau and Cornell University
clearly illustrates how having a
disability can negatively affect a
person’s employment status and income. In
2007, the percentage of working-age people
with disabilities working full-time/full-year
in the US was 21.2 percent, as compared
to 56.7 percent among the non-disabled—
a difference of 35.5 percentage points. As
you’d expect, those unable to work or unable to work full-time/full-year earn less
than those able to work. But disabled individuals who work full-time/full-year still
earn less than other full-time workers — a
median of $34,200 versus $40,700, for a difference of $6,500 per year in 2007.
Disability income insurance can protect
your employees from a catastrophic loss of
income when a disability makes them unable to work, or unable to work full-time.

How it works
Short-term disability (STD) coverage
is the most commonly found type of group
disability insurance. STD plans typically
have a waiting period of 0 to 14 days before a
covered individual will receive benefits, and
they provide benefits for a maximum of six
months to one year.
Long-term disability (LTD) policies
usually begin paying benefits 30 to 180 days
after the disability occurs, once the covered individual has exhausted sick leave and
short-term disability benefits. Better plans
pay benefits until the disabled individual returns to gainful employment or reaches age
65, whichever comes first. Many LTD plans
also offer partial or residual disability benefits to help offset earnings lost while the employee transitions back to full-time work.
The most effective plan designs coordinate STD and LTD benefits, so that once

the employee exhausts sick pay and STD
benefits, LTD benefits begin immediately.
Usually, group plans have very streamlined or no underwriting requirements so
employees do not have to answer a lot of
health questions. Your less-than-healthy employees will find it easier to obtain coverage
through the group market than through individual policies. In addition, group coverage
usually costs less than an individual policy.

Limits on coverage
Both STD and LTD policies replace only
a portion of an insured’s salary, typically 60
percent, up to the monthly maximum benefit. Most group policies have a maximum
monthly benefit $5,000, which does not include bonuses or dividends. In addition,
most insurers will coordinate benefits from
a group policy with benefits from any individual disability policies the employee might
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What does group
disability income
coverage cost?

S

TD: existing policies averaged $205
per insured (“life,” in insurer jargon);
new policies averaged $202 per life.
LTD: existing policies averaged $238
per life; new policies averaged $225 per
life.
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thinking, communicating, and working.
Major bodily functions: functions of
the immune system, normal cell growth,
digestive, bowel, bladder, neurological,
brain, respiratory, circulatory, endocrine,
and reproductive functions.
The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (EPA) forbids payment of unequal wages to men and
women who perform jobs that require substantially equal skill, effort and responsibility, under similar working conditions within the same establishment, regardless of the
title of the job.
The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) contains provisions prohibiting “covered entities,” including most group health plans,
from discriminating against employees and
their dependents based on health factors, including prior medical conditions, previous
claims experience and genetic information.
In the past, some group health plans limited or denied coverage if a new employee
had a preexisting condition before enrolling
in the plan. Under HIPAA, a plan can impose a preexisting condition exclusion only
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own, so he or she will not collect more than
80 percent of pre-disability pay.
Many group LTD policies use two different definitions of disability, depending on
how long a claim lasts. These policies use a
“modified own occupation” definition of disability during the first two years. This definition considers an insured disabled when “…
unable to perform the material and substantial duties of your occupation, and [you] are
not engaged in any other occupation…”
After two years, the definition of disability becomes more restrictive. Exact definitions vary, but most require the insured
to be unable to perform any of the material
and substantial duties of any occupation for
which he or she is “reasonably qualified” by
education, training or experience. If a policy
does not provide partial or residual disability benefits, an insured must navigate chang-

if the individual received (or was recommended to receive) medical advice, diagnosis, care or treatment for that condition during the six months prior to enrollment in the
plan. HIPAA also limits the preexisting condition period for most people to 12 months
(18 months for those who enroll late).
The Pregnancy Discrimination Act
of 1978 made discrimination on the basis
of pregnancy, childbirth or related medical
conditions unlawful sex discrimination under Title VII. Women who are pregnant or
affected by related conditions must be treated in the same manner as other applicants
or employees with similar abilities or limitations.
The Act specifically addresses health
insurance as follows: 1) Employer-provided
health insurance must cover pregnancy-related costs on the same basis as costs for other
medical conditions. 2) Pregnancy-related expenses should be reimbursed exactly the same
as those incurred for other medical conditions, whether payments are fixed amounts or
a percentage of reasonable-and-customary
charges. 3) Insurers cannot impose additional,
increased or larger deductibles on pregnancy
or related conditions. 4) Employers must pro-

vide the same level of health benefits for
spouses of male employees as for spouses of female employees. 5) Pregnancy-related benefits cannot be limited to married employees.
6) If an employer provides benefits to workers
on leave, the employer must provide the same
benefits for those on leave for pregnancyrelated conditions.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
prohibits an employer from discriminating
against any individual because of race, color,
religion, sex or national origin. The Act applies to employers of 15 or more employees,
including state and local governments; however, it does not “apply to an employer with
respect to the employment of aliens outside
any state” — in other words, it does not cover foreign citizens. It also does not apply to
a religious organization that employs individuals of a particular religion to perform its
work.
Many states have stricter versions of some
of these laws, while others have laws that
provide protections to additional classes of
employees. To make sure your benefit plans
comply with all applicable federal and state
laws, we recommend having an experienced
benefit consultant review your plans.

ing disability definitions, accepting no work
other than their own occupation during the
first two years, and then taking any job for
which they are qualified after that.
Group disability benefits can also have
tax consequences. Under employer-paid
plans, benefits received will be taxable income to the employee. Benefits from employee-paid (or voluntary) plans will be taxfree.
In short, group disability income coverage
provides good, basic coverage for rank-andfile employees at a reasonable cost. However, some employees, particularly those with
higher incomes, might want to supplement
group coverage with an individual policy.
In most cases, an insured can obtain higher
maximum benefits and more liberal definitions of disability with an individual policy.
For more information on disability income
coverage, including voluntary (employeepaid) plans, please contact us.
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make employees’ out-of-pocket costs so high
that it discourages them from filling their
prescriptions or taking them as directed.
Determine a reasonable out-of-pocket limit
— say $1,000 or $1,500 — so employees can
afford the drugs they need, or consider using
a per-prescription coinsurance limit.
Education: In order to use their benefits
wisely, employees need to know how they
work. Do your plan materials provide them
the information they need in a clear and understandable manner? Does your plan provide a means for employees to comparisonshop for their drugs?
We can help you examine your prescription drug costs and plan design for possible
cost savings. For more information, please
contact us.
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Putting the Brakes on
Prescription Drug Costs

AARP’s annual survey of prescription drug prices found
the average price of the most widely prescribed brandname drugs increased 8.7 percent in 2008, while the
generalinflationratewas3.8percent.Butthene
all bad: the average price of generic drugs dropped 10.6
percent in 2008.
treatment, plan participants can often shop
around for their drugs.
Employers can modify several aspects of
their prescription drug benefits to help control costs:

P

rescription drugs represent only
10 percent of total healthcare expenditures. So why all the employer, government and media attention to prescription drug costs? Spending on prescription drugs is growing at a
much faster rate than other medical expenses. In fact, a recent Kaiser Family Foundation report found prescription drug spending increased 89 percent between 2000 and
2007, and all signs indicate the upward
trend will likely continue. In addition, unlike some medical costs, such as emergency

will reimburse for each. Reimbursements
depend on costs negotiated with the manufacturer; more cost-effective formulary designs also consider a drug’s efficacy and cost

Products
Delivery channel
Plan design
Education
Products: Over-the-counter drugs cost
the least, then generic drugs, then brand
name drugs available from multiple sources.
The most expensive drugs are single-source
brand-name drugs and specialty drugs, or
biologics. Of course, whenever possible you
want to steer employees toward the lowestcost option effective for their condition.
Most plans have a formulary, or a list of
drugs and the amount of money the plan
drug costs—continued on Page 3

